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Purpose of this document: To explore the possibility of moving the island from 
it's current locality in the PCNP into the control of Carmarthenshire County 
Council.

This brings together a summary of the recent reports commissioned by the 
Tenby Island Project to assist in the study of relocating the island to 
Carmarthenshire. Each report has been compiled independently and without 
prejudice and these are just brief conclusions to enable the decision making 
process. For full technical reports please access the archive as referenced.
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Island Geology Summary:

Information provided by sogeo survey 2015 doc ref: ti8751015. The full  
document is lodged with St Catherine's Archive at TI Headquarters.

St Catherine's island is a raft of limestone at Castle Beach, Tenby. The rock 
formation measures 185m long, 65m wide 34.5m tall (excluding fort 
structure). Fragmented into 3 sections this forms the front of St Catherine's 
Island, The main body of St Catherine's Island and the area locally known as 
the Skerrs. The first 2 sections are joined by a fractured land bridge overhead 
but are not connected at the base. Whilst the island is fractured the base is 
considered stable and it's natural caves lighten the island without significantly 
weakening it's strength. The islands specific gravity has been calculated at 
2.346

Island Situation and Structure:

Information provided by geotec survey 2015 doc ref: ti81725515. The full  
document is lodged with St Catherine's Archive at TI Headquarters.

The island sonographic results show the island to be situated on a layer of fine 
sand with a depth of 0.3-2.6m. This sand in turns sits a top a stable but soft 
red sandstone plateau which extends downwards 94m and joins the land to 
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form the cliffs to the North of Tenby.

Carmarthen Bay:
Carmarthen Bay is a submerged sandstone plateau extending from Tenby to 
Rhossili with a water depth of no more than 25m The degrading sandstone  is 
covered in layer of fine sand with an average depth of 3m. Within the bay are 
several notable shallow areas and shipping hazards including the Woolhouse 
Rocks ( visible at low tide ). This notable feature slowly rises just half a mile 
from Tenby but centres 1300m from the island.
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Island Mass Calculation:

volumetric coefficient of island shape : 0.21
Island density coefficient based on sonar results to take into account voids and 
caves : 0.65
Limestone specific gravity: 2.346

185x65x34.5x0.21x0.65x2.346 = 132,851 tonnes

Fort Mass Calculation:
Fort specific gravity ( calculated from granite, limestone, brick and air mix ): 
1.25
Forts volumetric coefficient: 0.86

40x21x26x0.86x1.25 = 23,478 tonnes

Combined weight: 156,329 tonnes
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Physical Feasibility Study and Method Investigation:

Information provided Wha lee Engineering, S Korea 2015 doc ref: ti82728115.  
The full document is lodged with St Catherine's Archive at TI Headquarters.

Moving a bulk ship of 156,329 tonnes would usually require 2 Super tugs. With 
the aid of rigid inflatable floatation devices and the use of Vib2 probes to 
achieve liquefaction the island can be made to act like a carrier therefore 
enabling it's transportation.

Method:
Floatation: provide 100,000 tonnes of floatation by attaching under and around 
the island 15 SuperFloat Rigid devices. When filled with air these will assist on 
the stability and lightening of the island.

Liquefaction:
As the island sits on a raft of sand that extends across the bay it does not 
require 'floating' but just a loosening of it's position to make movement 
possible. This will be provided by inserting Vib2 probes at specific locations 
under the island ( fig 3.5 ) to liquify the sand and provide the release 
necessary to tow the island. 

Towing power:
Due to the extra resistance in this move 4 tugs are specified.
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Artists Impression

Destination:

The Woolhouse Rocks are the perfect destination for the island due to the 
following factors:
Safety: The location and the addition of beacons to the island would ensure the 
permanent and clear visibility of this natural shipping hazard
Accessibility: The close proximity to other harbours ensures an improved 
visitor flow due to expanded appeal. Regular boats can be run from 
Saundersfoot, Burry Port and Llanelli offering an improved cruise experience. It 
is calculated the visitor numbers can be doubled due to this audience 
expansion and 24 hour operation.
Nuisance: The distance from any mainland structure will remove all nuisance 
factors from the islands tourist purpose and allow the landing of helicopters 
that would otherwise be prohibited. It will also provide an interesting feature in 
the otherwise empty bay. 
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Ecology:

The current islands location is ecologically sensitive and so to maintain the 
habitat in the location it is recommended that that front rock of St Catherine's 
be left in place along with the Skerrs. The Sand flow along the beach will 
therefore be left unaltered and natural habitat preserved. The dent left by the 
removal of the island will naturally fill within 2 months and is expected to offer 
greater fishing opportunities. It will also shorten the journey time to Caldey 
Island by approximately 4 minutes.

The New location at the Woolhouse Rocks will be enhanced with new habitats 
created and environmental monitoring service established.

Travel Route:

The Island must manoeuvre North to leave The Skerrs in place before 
travelling east, bypassing the Red Back Sand Bank to it's new location. See 
travel Plan Doc ref: 2762015

Legals:

Whilst planning law covers alterations in land heights and structures the 
wholesale movement of such is not protected. No legal implications other than 
the change in local jurisdiction are to be expected. Summary provided by F 
Law and Sons doc ref: 1287615

Lee Time and Cost:

The locating and provision of 4 super tugs is not going to be easy as they are 
in constant demand. A window of opportunity however does exist with the new 
delivery and commissioning to Liverpool Docks of SuperTug 342 and London 
Docks of 563 This means that a move in mid April 2015 should be feasible and 
cost effective. See pricing doc ref 27637615
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